One Time Pads (OTP) -- A simplified exercise, by JJS

ENCRYPTION

In this exercise, you will practice encrypting a short message.
Message: ‘I am a patriot’

**Step 1.** Write out your message on a piece of paper: ‘I am a patriot’

**Step 2.** Using the Conversion Table below, translate the plain text into numbers:

(Below is your conversion table, NOT a one-time pad key. This is for converting plain text into a number value.)

| I (space) | a | m (space) | a | (space) | p | a | t | r | i | o | t |
|-----------|---|-----------|---|---------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 3         | 99| 1         | 79| 99      | 1 | 99| 80| 1| 6 | 82| 3 | 5 | 6 |

**Step 3:** Check your work.
You should have the following: 3 99 1 79 99 1 99 80 1 6 82 3 5 6

**Step 4:** Using the ‘Cherry’ One Time Pad (OTP) below, line up your converted plain text from Step 3 with the numbers from the first line of your OTP.

NOTE: You will skip the first number group (28106), and begin with the second number group (78366).

Plain Text: - - - - - 39917 99919 98016 82356 86843 80570
One Time Pad: 28106 78366 39313 86843 80570

**Step 5:** Now subtract the numbers, left to right. There are no negatives, so add a 1 to make a two-digit number if you must.
For example, 3 minus 7 would become 13 minus 7, equaling 6.

Plain Text: - - - - - 39917 99919 98016 82356
One Time Pad: 28106 78366 39313 86843 80570

28106 61651 60606 12273 02886

**NOTE:** Whether ENCRYPTING or DECRYPTING, the One Time Pad numbers always go on the bottom.

Now you have encrypted your message and it is ready to send: 28106 61651 60606 12273 02886

Why not use the first set of numbers (in this example, 28106)?
Because this is your KEY ID. It lets the recipient know he is using the correct line when decrypting. This will be important for future exercises.
**DECRYPTING**

In your handling instructions you were told to use the OTP titled ‘Cherry’, which had been issued to you beforehand.

Here is your encrypted message (cypher text) as you received it: **28106 61651 60606 12273 02886**

**Step-1**  
Identify the line you are supposed to begin decrypting from, by locating the KEY ID

Cypher Text: **28106 61651 60606 12273 02886**  
One Time Pad: **28106 78366 39313 86843 80570**

**Step-2**  
Add the numbers, except for the first group, which is only used as your KEY ID. When adding, drop the first ‘1’ in any two-digit numbers. 9 + 8 = 7 (not 17)

Cypher Text: **28106 61651 60606 12273 02886**  
One Time Pad: **28106 78366 39313 86843 80570**  
--- --- 39917 99919 98016 82356

**Step-3**  
Decode (convert the plain text numbers to text) using the Conversion Table

```
 3 99 1 79 99 1 99 80 1 6 82 3 5 6
i a m a p a t r i o t
```

As you can see in the Conversion Table, there are no two-digit numbers beginning with 1 through 6, and no single digit numbers higher than 7. So you can’t mess up, unless you struggle with 3rd grade math.